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Improving Hessian Matrix Detector for SURF

Yitao CHI†a), Zhang XIONG†, Nonmembers, Qing CHANG††, Member, Chao LI†,
and Hao SHENG†, Nonmembers

SUMMARY An advanced interest point detector is proposed to im-
prove the Hessian-Matrix based detector of the SURF algorithm. Round-
like shapes are utilized as the filter shape to calculate of the Hessian de-
terminant. Dxy can be acquired from approximate round areas, while the
regions for computing Dyy or Dxx are designed with the consideration to
symmetry and a balance of pixel number. Experimental results indicate that
the proposed method has higher repeatability than the one used in SURF,
especially in the aspects of rotation and viewpoint, due to the centrosym-
metry of the proposed filter shapes. The results of image matching also
show that more precision can be gained with the application of proposed
detector.
key words: Hessian matrix, interest point detector, image matching

1. Introduction

Local features have been widely applied in fields of com-
puter vision, such as image registration [1], object recogni-
tion [8], 3D object retrieval based content [9], object track-
ing [10] and so on. They are invariant to geometric transfor-
mation, robust to occlusion and clutter and distinctive from
each other and have become increasingly popular in recent
years.

There are varieties of approaches for feature detection
and the features extracted by these algorithms differ in local-
ization, scale and structure (corners, blobs, multi-junctions).
Among them, the second moment matrix is an efficient way
to determine an affine-invariant region. It describes the first-
order signal changes in a region surrounding a point. Dis-
tinctive features are localized on strong signal changes.

Lindeberg and Garding [4] developed a method for
finding blob-like affine features. They first extract maxima
of the normalized Laplacian in scale-space and then itera-
tively modify the scale and shape of the regions based on the
second moment matrix. Baumberg [1] applies affine shape
estimation for matching and recognition. He extracts Harris
interest points at several scales and then adapts the shape of
the point neighborhood to the local image structure using the
iterative procedure proposed by Lindeberg [4]. The affine
shape is estimated for a fixed scale and fixed location. Note
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that there are many points repeated at neighboring scale lev-
els, which increases the probability of false matches as well
as the complexity. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [6] proposed
affine invariant Harris-Affine and Hessian-Affine detectors.
They extended the scale invariant detectors [5] by the affine
normalization. The location and scale of points are given
by the scale-invariant Harris and Hessian detector. Those
two detectors were used to search for the maximum response
of Laplacian over scales to estimate the characteristic scale.
Later they generalized these algorithms to the affine invari-
ance by an iterative method [7].

SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) [3] employs Hes-
sian Matrix to detect the interest points. This method is
selected according to its accuracy. More precisely, blob-
like structures are detected at locations where the determi-
nants are maximum, and the determinant of the Hessian is
used for the scale selection as done by Lindeberg [4]. The
method utilizing approximate and simplified shapes to com-
pute Gaussian second-order partial derivatives, gains appar-
ent enhancement in time efficiency. However, we found that
in practice the box shape of the filter is crude and reduces
the repeatability, especially under conditions of rotation and
viewpoint changes. Thus our proposed method is to improve
the filter with more symmetric shapes in order to enhance
invariance. The experimental results confirmed that the im-
proved detector has higher repeatability and gains more ac-
curacy on image matching than original Hessian-Matrix de-
tector.

2. Original Hessian Matrix Detector for SURF

2.1 Algorithm Description

The SURF detector utilizes the Hessian Matrix for its good
performance in accuracy to find out the locations where de-
terminant are maximum as interest point positions.

First an integral image is calculated by convolution.
Given a point x in an input image, the Hessian matrix at
scale σ is defined as

H =
(

Lxx(x, σ) Lxy(x, σ)
Lxy(x, σ) Lyy(x, σ)

)

Where Lxx(x, σ) represents the convolution of Gaus-
sian second-order derivative ∂2

∂x2 g(x, σ) with the input image
at point x, and similarly for Lxy(x, σ) and Lyy(x, σ).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 Left to right: (a) the (discretised and cropped) Gaussian filters,
second-order partial derivatives; (b) the approximation for the second-order
Gaussian partial derivatives in SURF; (c) our proposed filters for Gaus-
sian partial derivative. The top lines show the derivatives for in y-direction
(Lyy). The bottom lines show the derivatives in xy-direction (Lxy). The
grey regions are equal to zero.

In SURF, box filters approximate second-order Gaus-
sian derivatives and can be at a very low computational cost
with integral image. The box filters in Fig. 1 (b) are approx-
imation of second-order Gaussian derivative with σ = 1.2
and represent the lowest scale. They are denoted by Dxx,
Dxy, Dyy. Hence determinant of approximate Hessian ma-
trix is expressed as

det(Happrox) = DxxDyy − (wDxy)
2

The weight w is used to balance the expression of the
approximate Hessian determinant and w = 0.9 usually.

The scale space is divided into octaves. Every octave is
subdivided into a constant number of scale levels. And box
filters with different side length are applied to corresponding
level to compute the Hessian determinant.

In order to detect interest point in the scale space, a
non-maximum suppression in a 3 × 3 × 3 neighborhood is
applied. A point at a certain scale is determined as an inter-
est point if the corresponding Hessian determinant value is
the maxima in the surrounding 3 × 3 × 3 space.

2.2 Problem with Original Hessian-Based Detector

The box filter is employed for Hessian matrix, which has
gone further from the Lowe’s LoG approximation [3]. It
decreases the cost of computation for the blob values cor-
responding to every position at different scale. It is be-
cause that the sum of gray values of a rectangle region is
independant to the size and only needs 3 addition opera-
tions, but LoG approximation convolutes the discretised and
cropped second-order derivatives with the corresponding re-
gion, which means a lot multiplying and adding operations.
Hence the box filters enhance the time efficiency greatly.

However, the box filters cannot ensure the repeatability
of the interest points in practice. As shown in [3], repeata-
bility curve display peaks on the rotation angle of π/2 but
has lower positions especially at uneven multiples of π/4. It
is mainly because of the rectangle shape of the filters. And
it is apparent that when a square image rotates for an angle
of uneven multiples of π/4, there is the greatest difference

Fig. 2 A quarter part of proposed filter to calculate Dxy.

of the regions covered by the box filters between the origi-
nal and rotated one. Hence difference of the regions mainly
affects invariance of the Hessian determinant greatly.

3. Improved Interest Point Detector for SURF

We improve the box filters by reselecting pixels in the re-
gions. The basic principle in the proposed method is that if
the shapes utilized are more symmetric to every orientation
and more approximate to the round shape, it will be more
invariant under conditions such as rotation and viewpoint
changes. Because round shape can keep main characteris-
tics of the content within its region such as color histogram,
texture, etc.

3.1 Improvement for Dxy

Figure 2 shows a quarter part of a square inscribed by a cir-
cle, which denotes the left-top part in our proposed filter. A
series of squares touching the arc BMD at points of M, T1,
T2, T3, . . ., U1, U2, U3, . . . are subtracted to approach the
fan area.

Given the radius value of r and the origin C which is
also the center of the square, we can acquire the coordinates
of Hi(xi, r)(xi < 0) and sides of all squares si in the image
by analytic geometry. They can be calculated out according
to the geometric relationship as shown:

s1 = AH1 =

√
2

2
AM =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 −
√

2
2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ r (1)

si = HiHi−1 = xi − xi−1, i = 2, 3, 4, . . . (2)

x1 = −
√

2
2

r (3)

xi=−
r + xi−1−

√
r2−2rxi−1−x2

i−1

2
, i=2, 3, 4, . . . (4)

The results of si are s1 = 0.293r, s2 = 0.163r, s3 =

0.103r, and so on. The sum of the fan region MBCD can
then be approximately acquired by subtracting away the out-
side touching squares.

Besides, there are gray squares in Fig. 2 which are ne-
glected in our method. These gray squares will gain actual
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side values only when the detection of interest point is per-
formed at a high scale. We have found these gray squares
take little effect by practice and omit them.

As described in Sect. 1, the filters have a series of side
length for each level. The side lengths of filters are multiples
of 3, which can be expressed as 3(2k−1) and equal to ones of
the original detectors in SURF. k is an integer not less than
2. The radius of the fan r = 2k − 1 in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows
the appearance of a series of proposed shapes. We can use
linear interpolation to better the filter, but it will cost more
operation and the effect of interpolation is not so obvious.

3.2 Improvement for Dyy

We reselect the pixels for a better distribution and a closer
shape to round. And the same area of the summed region is
also take into consideration for the balance of pixels num-
ber. Figure 4 (a) shows the calculation for Dyy when k is an
odd number. Similar as the computation in SURF detector,
the top and bottom regions are multiplied with +1 and the
middle one is multiplied by −2 and the results of the multi-
plications are summed up to get Dyy. When k is an odd, Ev-
ery region consists of three close squares. The big one has
a side value of 2k − 1 and the small two have a side value
of k. k has the same value as in Sect. 3.1. And the small
square regions belonging to the black region have vertically
middle position. When k is an even number, there exists a
little difference, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The small squares of
the black region cannot locate at the precisely middle posi-

(a) k=2 (b) k=3 (c) k=4

Fig. 3 Several improved filter shapes for calculation of Dxy.

(a) k is odd number. (b) k is even number.

(c) k=3 (d) k=4

Fig. 4 Improved filter shapes for calculation of Dyy(Dxx).

tion. So two squares around the middle position are utilized
and they have locations of a pixel difference. According to
the calculation method of Dyy, the sums of regions that are
not overlapping are only added once, which are shown in
Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4 (d) as dark gray rectangle with height
of 1 pixel. k is an even number only in the first octave in
SURF. Figure 4 (c) and Fig. 4 (d) show two improved filters
with k = 3 and k = 4. The lengths of their sides are 15 and
27 respectively. And the improvement for Dxx is similar but
in the horizontal direction.

4. Experiments

4.1 Performance Evaluation of the Improved Algorithm

We validated the performance of the proposed algorithm by
several transforms, such as rotation, scale, blur and view-
point.

Figure 5 shows some results obtained by the improved
algorithm. The proposed method has high repeatability of

(a) Viewpoint

(b) Rotation

(c) Scale

(d) Blur

Fig. 5 The interest points detection results of the improved method.
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(a) Viewpoint (b) Rotation

(c) Scale (d) Blur

Fig. 6 Comparison of repeatability for changes of viewpoint, rotation,
scale and blur.

the interest points and is robust to viewpoint changes, ro-
tation, scale, and blur. A series of test images of above
changes were applied to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm respectively.

The measure of repeatability score is employed to eval-
uate the original detection method in SURF and the pro-
posed one. We take into account only the points located
in the part of the scene present in both images. Given the
ground truth transformation we can transfer every point into
the second image according to the scene geometry to find
the corresponding points. Two points correspond if the er-
ror in point location is less than 1.5 pixels.

In Fig. 6, the comparison curves of repeatability are
shown. It can be seen from Fig. 6 (a) that when the view-
point change is smaller than 25, the improved detector has
a higher repeatability than original one. In Fig. 6 (b), Un-
der rotation change, the proposed one is better at any angle.
High repeatability of viewpoint changes and rotation is due
to the selected centrommetric shapes. On the contrary, the
repeatability of the improved one is lower than the original
one especially when the scale changes are not even for ex-
ample, 1.5, 3, etc. The repeatability of the improved detector
is higher than original one under the blur transformation.

On aspect of detection efficiency, the proposed algo-
rithm needs more than twice the time of the original al-
gorithm. We utilize an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU of
a 2.93 GHz frequency and 2 GB RAM for experiments.
With same input images, original algorithm consumes about
200 ms to detect 100 feature points, while the proposed
detector requires about 450 ms. For the original one, fil-
ters with different sizes need same number of operations to
compute Hessian matrix. For the proposed one, calculation
for Dxy needs more operations as k increases because more
squares should be substracted. The time cost for calculating
Dyy or Dxx is more than twice of the original one, because
every non-zero part of filters consists of 2 or 3 rectangles.
Although the proposed algorithm costs more time, it is still
much faster than the Gaussian filters shown in Fig. 1 (a) be-

(a) left: SURF: 14/72 error; right, proposed method: 7/62 error

(b) top: SURF: 3/68 error; bottom, proposed method: 1/62 error

Fig. 7 Image matching results.

cause the latter requires convolution with floats.

4.2 Images Matching Results

We carried out the image matching with set of images by the
Hessian detector of SURF and the proposed method, using
the SURF descriptor. After the interest point detection, the
matching pairs between two images are determined by the
similarity of their descriptors. An effective measure is ob-
tained by comparing the distance of the closest neighbor of
the descriptor and the second-closest one of the two interest
points sets, which was put forward by Lowe [2].

We have found that with the same descriptor algorithm,
the error matching rate of proposed one is lower. Figure 7
shows the matching results of two pairs of images. Gen-
eration of error matches of our method is from the simi-
lar information of the regions around the interest points that
may generate similar descriptors at different scales. Under
SURF, some locations surrounded by very different appear-
ance information are matched. Thus the interest points de-
tected by the proposed method are more distinctive because
region informations around these points have higher unique-
ness and are more robust to viewpoint changes and rotation.

5. Conclusion

We proposed an improved Hessian-matrix based detector.
Round-like shapes are employed to calculate the elements
of Hessian determinant, Dxy and Dyy(Dxx). The actual size
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of the proposed filters is determined based on the geometric
relationship. Experimental results show that the proposed
method is better than the original one especially in the as-
pects of viewpoint changes and rotation. And the image
matching results also indicate that the proposed method can
obtain higher precision than the original one.
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